09_077: "news collected quite much on the road and mostly from the internet both
in sweden and at my parents place but also hearing from myrthe about a storm in th
netherlands causin a few casualties and many a casualties also read of natural
catastrophes in the philippines and minor one else where alson with the usual
deads following atacks particularly in muslim countries"
15_045: "a bit of a more emotionally unstable month with both the care i put in my
project and in my body by going to the gym being really the stabilizers and
bringing some energetic days with the otherwise much gray weather both in sweden
and the netherlans where i also took august and felt his influence with a day
being most friendly and another being quite negative and making also myrhte rather
negative too but then having nice weekends together with both him and lastly with
myrthe finding quite an harmony together"
11_078:

"drawings

executed

in

the

autumn

while

traveling

to

myrthe

in

the

netheralnds and having to look after august in sweden and thus not being very
regular executing them but always finding some time to execute those ideas
belonging instead to still the beginning of the year when i was leaving alone
taking two university courses at once and being quite affected by the seating in
the classroom with a few drawings related to it but mostly to the cold weather and
the shopping at the big supermarket and the constant commuting by train to the
university and to august together with allot of sexual ideas despite the fact that
i have abstained from sex for many months then after the separation"
16_056: "a rather grayish but relatively warm beginning of the winter yet quite
rainy too from the beginning till august and i went for a small holiday in the
netherlands finding a most amazing and warm weather followed also there by a bit
of gray weather and also sun but with a cold winter to then come back to sweden
and finding a long period of gray yet stable weather also once back in the
netherlands finding a great sunny and warm day in rotterdam but then returning to
sweden and finding that the temperature as dropped below zero and the weather got
much nicer and sunny"
18_052: "not too much wind from the beginning being with august in the netheralnds
but experiencing much wind while walking with him in a forest of breda and then
almost no wind back in sweden but on my way back to the netherlands where again
the wind was not too strong although allot of subtle changes where felt in
rotterdam while walking by the water and a bit stronger walking out of myrthe's
attic to do some tai-chi by the river yet at last going back to sweden finding
almost no wind but in the very end experiencing it quite strongly up on a cliff
with august where it was impossible to light any proper fire"
02_118: "dreams written from the begining while much traveling and yet being able
to keep remebering my dreams like at my parents in italy being rather overtaken by
a violent argument i had with a rich venetian woman and having a few dreams with
violent content but also dreaming more often about myrthe and the way i exchange

her for another girl and so also dreaming more frequently of my stepsister and her
dog but turned into a dangerous one as well as fearing immigrants people in my
apartment and even in bed with my son this after taking the metro with him and
them to come here but also having nicer dreams with landscapes and hills despite
the constant fear of my supervisor and the academic environment and also the
influence of video conferencing with myrth at night and even with my biological
father whom i have not talked to in years"
05_044: "story started in berlin while hosted by a gay couple and yet inspired by
the cicadas found this summer in the italian sea side leaving their bodies
attached to the trees and also much of the story then really much inspired by my
situation in academia with the professors imposing their canons and somewhat
demotivating the students which i wrote after some time and on a different
notebook thinking to have left the previous notebook in berlin where i already
once forgot some drawings but also concluding the story in a way by reversing the
moral of the usual cicada that sings and than die in the winter not being hosted
by the ants now having the cicada overcoming the diligency of the ants and even
affecting the work of the ants once his singing is no longer heard"
14_055: "a month characterized by not so much walking as the autumn has being a
bit wet and i spent much time at home even though i did travel to the netherlands
and i did manage there to take some nice walks first with august around utrecht
and the to rotterdam taking a decent excursion by myself and later with sweet
myrthe who joined me but then no other bigger walks were made other than a bit in
the southern suburbs of stockholm and in stockholm with august and by myself but
also with him on a nice day walking up a little cliff overlooking a lake"
04_045: "pretty good air quality aside for a couple of days where i for instance
walked with august along a big a trafficked road in stockholm to reach his mother
and then also another experience of walking by a busy road with myrthe while in
rotterdam trying to get around the city otherwise finding the air rather clean
both in sweden and the netherlands and even not so bad in the airports now
experiencing a clean wind blowing away the planes' emissions and not even feeling
too much the pollution from the nearby factory while staying allot at home for the
winter weather even though towards the end it was sunny and i being doing
gymnasticcs in my little park inhaling good air"
17_037: "still likely in the states and possibly employed at the university but
nonetheless spending quite some time out observing many a clouds which from the
beginning have much animal content with also a few kids but then shifts more to
women with even a white woman being beaten by a black guy and more elegant ones
but

still

presumambly

showing

a

bit

of

sexual

repression

on

my

side

or

provocations with all the female american colleagues wearing decollets"
03_063: "a long period of songs mostly sung by myrthe like an in love bird while
at his brother place in maastricht or biking down in belgium and walking on the

hills there hearing her happy and singing but then also songs heard from august
singing in my apartment while constructing his virtual world and feeling very
happy or also when myrthe came again to visit me in sweden hearing her singing and
teaching me the dutch song of tumba tumba also while biking and ending there also
in a church of hippies hearing some gospel singing there to then end up at my
parents place and along with the constant singing of myrthe of love songs to me
there hearing songs from the radio like when visiting my old best friend francesco
in his country house"
01_119: "a beginning of the month quite much dedicated to my still little son
august taking him to the netherlands to both go to an amusement park there and
later at a myrthe's old grandmother's birthday and thus doing small activities but
then returning to sweden and setting off seriously both restructuring both my
website and of consequence also finding new motivation to work on the show-case in
my studio thus beginning do make a big murales on a wall representing my interface
and building a little storage for my project in the closet where i was thinking to
have the bathroom but hten having to go to the netherlands and spending my time
there too working on my website and helping jason to move and build ikea
furnitures in his new place getting a back pain but nonetheless going back to
sweden and working hard on my studio show-case and also going to the gym and the
office much regularly finding always something physical to do there as well like
printing and stampling papers"
06_031:

"a

good

month

of

running

quite

constantly

going

regularly

to

the

university and using the stepper machine there also taking august again letting
him train with me and even after my only lecture this semester being filled with
thoughts in my head while exercising but then going to the netheralnds and coming
back with a back pain but still stretch allot and try to keep up the training
mostly to avoid stress and a recurrent pain in the left part of my chest managing
also by comining chinese gymnastic out in the park and running indoor but lastly
getting again a bit of inflamation under my left foot which got me trying to train
first bare foot and then on a cyclette for the first time"
08_084: "trash collected on the sidewalk still despite the end of the summer both
alone in sweden mostly in the immigrant city where i live and in the netherlands
with myrthe walking extensively for instance in amsterdam but also alone around
utrecht"
08_085: "most of the trash collected in berlin taking advantage of the great
weather there and collecting both the usual cards to for export of expensive cars
but also much related to the october fest celebration there with many alchool
relate fliers and disco events"
08_086: "still collecting trash in berlin walking with myrthe in the northern part
and then hitting alone the very west of berlin to end up in potsdam and then keep
up a bit of urban walking and side-walk collecting in stockholm and finally a bit

in my parents town of vicenza"

